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Message from the Guest Editor

The spread of COVID-19—transforming from a regional
crisis in China to a global pandemic within three months—
has caused severe damage to human lives and the global
economy. Stock markets around the world have
plummeted to their lowest levels since the 2008 global
financial crisis. Furthermore, the impact of COVID-19 on
stock markets is more severe than any previous infectious
disease outbreak, including the 1918 Spanish Flu.

This Special Issue invites submissions related to the impact
of COVID-19 on financial markets. The primary aim of this
issue is to help researchers and policymakers to
understand the performance of financial markets and
assets under extreme stress.

The Special Issue will focus on the impact of COVID-19 on
stock markets, derivative markets, commodities markets,
real estate markets, debt markets, and foreign exchange
market.
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Editor-in-Chief
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Department of Economics and
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Guelph, ON N1G2W1, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Researchers are most welcome to contribute original
research articles or comprehensive review papers for
consideration and publication in Journal of Risk and
Financial Management (JRFM), an on-line, open access
journal. JRFM adheres to rigorous peer-review as well as
editorial processes, and publishes high quality manuscripts
that address theoretical, practical and empirical issues in
analysing real life financial data. The goal of JRFM is to
enable rapid dissemination of high impact research to the
scientific community.
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